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The purpose of this document is to update stakeholders on our progress towards developing a curtailment index. 
In our effort to develop a curtailment index we started at the methodology of measuring historic curtailment. This 
led us to publish an initial feasibility report in December 2019. In that report, we introduced a new “2-point 
interpolation” method to estimate historic curtailment more accurately.

Since then we undertook further analytical work to improve the accuracy of curtailed energy estimations. We will 
use the output of this work towards the development of a curtailment index and a method to forecast the scale of 
curtailment in short timescales to inform the operation of a future market-based curtailment mechanism.

This work is being delivered as part of the Energy Exchange project. Other project documents, including the detailed 
design, can be found here: https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/projects/energy-exchange/
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Energy Exchange: Market-Based Curtailment Management 

UK Power Networks is using flexible distributed generation (FDG) 
connections to enable quicker and cheaper customer connections 
in areas with limited network capacity. The output of generators 
on FDG connections sometimes needs to be curtailed to maintain 
the security of the network. 

The project aims to:
a. Improve the estimation of curtailed energy (this update)
b. Build on the improvement to develop future forecasts of 

curtailment
c. Develop a market mechanism that will use curtailment 

forecasts for more efficient management of network 
constraints.

Project Introduction



For connection offers

Current Curtailment Estimate Approach

Once connected
Our current curtailment measurement methodology assumes that generators would 
operate at maximum output during the curtailment event.

Estimated Curtailed Energy [kWh] = (DG rated capacity−ANM Setpoint) [kW] × Time [h] 

Example: In case of a generator with a 10 MW rated capacity that is curtailed to 9 MW 
for an hour, the curtailed energy is estimated as 1 MWh. 

Obviously, unless the generator was operating at its peak output, this method 
overestimates the actual curtailment in terms of kWh. Hence, this approach is not 
sufficiently accurate for Market-Based Curtailment Management.

This update covers work to estimate 
actual curtailed energy more accurately.

DG Mapping Tool

Since 2019, connections offers include 

future estimated curtailment levels. 

These are based on future assumed 

output and other connections. 



Two-Point Interpolation  

This methodology aims to estimate curtailment volumes by using 
two known points of generation output for each FDG. Then this is 
used to calculate the hypothetical generation output, if the 
generator was not curtailed.

More specifically, the method takes:
a. The average power output from the previous minute 

immediately before a curtailment event,
b. Then the average power output from the minute immediately 

after the event, and
c. Interpolates between them. 

This ‘uncurtailed export profile’ is then taken to be what the 
generator would have been outputting, had it not been curtailed.

Initial Curtailment Estimate Approach Considered

Here the curtailed profile shows an example of a generator 
receiving a set-point instruction of 0 MW, followed by a 
subsequent release through increasing set-points, following 
which the generator output increases. The estimated uncurtailed
profile (grey) in the methodology is adjusted to reflect this real 
output shown by the orange line should this be higher than the 
otherwise purely interpolated line during the releasing phase.



This approach is an improvement compared to the assumption that the 
generator is curtailed from its nominal 100% output. However, it is not 
sufficiently accurate.

The reason is that any detail of actual export a DER may have been 
otherwise producing during a curtailment event is lost. Whilst 
curtailment for short duration events may be well approximated, this 
approach’s accuracy reduced significantly over longer events.

Example: Solar PV curtailed for 24 hours Midday to Midday. This 
approach would not account for lack of generation during night hours 
and would over-estimate curtailment volumes.

Note: This method could benefit from applying an average operating 
profile for the respective generators. In the above example, it would 
improve PV estimate. However, it still does not account for actual 
operating conditions on the day, that deviate from the average. Hence, 
it would increase error for generator types without predictable daily 
patterns – e.g. wind.

Assessment of Two – Point Interpolation

In the figure showing a hypothetical single curtailment event, 
the energy exported shown in blue could have fluctuated. In 
this hypothetical example the fluctuation above or below the 
straight interpolation line cannot be accurately estimated. 



Econometric Modelling

In order to improve the accuracy of the curtailed energy estimation we:

• Reviewed recent developments in the industry

• Evaluated econometric approaches

This process led us to explore the Least Absolute Shrinkage Operator (LASSO) method. This method seeks to build a model to find variables with the 
strongest covariance to generator output. By identifying these variables, the model can estimate more accurately the uncurtailed output of generators.

Subsequently we:
• Estimated the statistical relationship between load, generation, weather (and other) covariates during uncurtailed periods of generation
• Identified the relationships between generation weather data
• Re-calculated the output of generators’ load
• Predicted a baseline load generation values for all observations within curtailment periods
• Used the new estimated baseline to calculate an estimate of total curtailment over an entire year

New Approach – Improving Curtailment Estimates (A)



The outcome of applying Least Absolute Shrinkage Operator (LASSO)

As expected the LASSO methodology:
• Provides estimated generation outputs that are strongly aligned with the actual generation outputs when curtailment isn’t present. 

The model produced an average 𝑅2 value of 0.96 across the 21 generators it was applied to. This value of R2 is a statistical measure 
of how closely matched the model’s predictions were with real output, outside of curtailment periods, with 1 being ideal.

Method benefits:
• This approach allows generation output to be accurately estimated over all durations of curtailment events. So long as the weather 

data is present, this can be used to determine what the output would have been and how it would change over a period, more 

accurately than assuming full output or in the 2-point method.
• Compared to the LASSO method, using our 2019 dataset, the full output curtailment method overstates curtailment volumes by 7.2, 

2.4 and 1.6 times for PV, wind and anaerobic digestion respectively. Also, it does not capture temporal variations which may be 
important to the value of the curtailment. 

New Approach – Improving Curtailment Estimates (B) 

An example power generation curve produced for a particular generator by the model over an entire year.



Next Steps

Update historic 
curtailed energy 

estimates

Further 
improvement of 

results

Utilise the new method 
in the Energy Exchange 

Project  
The accuracy of the model depends 
on the data quality used to set it up 
and test it. Hence, the method is 
best-suited for DG without significant 
on-site demand. The latter would 
reduce the forecasting accuracy of 
the model, as weather data would 
not be the main variable with the 
strongest covariance to generator 
output.

More granular and locational weather 
data would also offer potential 
improvements to results.

Outside of the Energy Exchange project, 
we will investigate deploying  the new 
LASSO method to historic data sets and 
update the estimation of curtailed 
energy accordingly. This will provide 
input to a backward-looking curtailment 
index. We will share it with customers, 
and feed into network studies used to 
provide curtailment estimates to 
prospective Flexible Connection 
customers. 

Effectively, the improved understanding 
of past curtailment volumes could be 
used to improve future curtailment 
estimates. 

We are assessing how we can use the LASSO 
curtailment estimates to improve our 
planned market simulation, which will 
quantify the benefits of implementing 
MBCM in different scenarios. 

We will also use our improved understanding 
of curtailment as part of developing the 
forecast of curtailment to be used in future 
live implementation of Market Based 
Curtailment. 



Please send feedback and/or 
questions to:

Rita.Shaw@UKPowerNetworks.co.uk

Efstathios.Mokkas@UKPowerNetworks.co.uk

Other project documents available at: 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/projects/energy-exchange/
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